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Introduction/Motivation
I Notation: Association rule, expressed, X → A, where X is a set of items and A is an

item.
I

Semantic Interpretations:
I
I

I

relaxed implication: A tends to appear when X appears
Standard implication: Every observation that includes X must include A

Issue/Challenge:
I

Different formalizations of a relaxed implication tend measures differently
the intensity of the implications. Which measure leads to the most useful
results for a given data mining application?

I Informal Hypothesis: Given that different rule quality measures select different rules,

we could objectively compare the ”top” set of rules by using them as help in other
Data Mining decision processes, and to evaluate their contribution.
I Rule Quality Measures Evaluated: support(s), confidence(c), relative confidence(r),

lift(l), leverage(v), improvement (i) and multiplicative improvement(m)

Process

Discussion
Dataset Information/Baseline Predictions on dataset

Dataset
Cmc
Sweets
Votes

Pred. Attr.
Contra. Meth.
Product 27
Party

Size
1,473
384
435

Total Values
74
431
50

Supp.
1%
6%
22.5%

Rules
19,067
16,672
19,544

Average Accuracy
C5.0
NB
50.17 %
51.22%
67.96%
69.78%
95.40%
61.42%

Effects of New Feature on the Expanded Datasets

Cmc dataset

sweets dataset

votes dataset

Observations & Conclusion
I

Cmc dataset
I

remarkable positive improvement in the average accuracy for C5.0 but negative
improvement for NB for all measures.
reason: NB is based on (conditional)independence of the attribute values, but the
new attribute added is not independent at all of the original attributes.

I

Votes dataset
I

I

Sweets dataset
I

I

marginal positive average accuracy improvement for measures except for l and r
on C5.0 but NB predictor seems to ignore the extra feature as only minor
negative improvements were noticed for expanded dataset.
predicting sweet 27 reports insiginficant but stable positive improvement for all
measures on NB but C5.0 suffers a consistent deterioration of its accuracy.

Conclusion
I

From the preliminary experiments, no measure fares particularly well, although
some seem to be somewhat better. A finer evaluation of more datasets and ”good”
rules among the top 50 rules of the measures whose corresponding new feature
improves predictors will be furnished in a forthcoming paper.

